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HF 18AVT Vertical fence mounted with an Ugly-Balun  

(fixing the Hy-gain 18AVT) 
 

by N6JSX /8,           05/2012 
 

My previous article “HF Vertical fence mounted, Ugly-Balun, & extra 

band” posted on eHAM.Net on 04/02/2012 covered how I mounted my old dinosaur 
18AVT onto the fence using an Ugly Balun. I was experimenting with this installation on 
my new chain-link fence (used as the counterpoise). It worked very well until winter hit 
that caused the AVT to suffer damage from high winds and freezing temperatures.  

Even though Ohio had the mildest winter ever, we still got a few serious wind 
events. ATV top-hat spun in the wind. I could see from the ground the top-hat was loose 
indicating the aluminum tube insert-nut failed allowing free spinning. As you will read 
there was even more problems; here is my detailed how-I-fixed the 18AVT making it 
once again mechanically sound insuring many more decades of GOOD DX’ing.   

MFJ/Hy-gain does NOT sell replacement aluminum tube with insert. Once again 
MFJ Quality failed me as they even sent me the wrong diameter tube. After some 
badgering they relented and sent me the proper diameter tube (at no cost). With a 3/8”-
24 one inch barrel nut and propane torch I heated the tube, then pressed the nut down 
inside the tube until flush with the tube end.  That fixed the top most tube that affixes the 
top-hat to the AVT body.    

During this top-hat repair I checked the 80m coil - finding it open. MFJ-Hy-gain 
does NOT sell replacement parts for this coil. I took the 80m coil apart to discover both 
brass 3/8”-24 caps must have spun inside the coil body as the coil solid wires had 
snapped off the caps. It looks like the glue used had let loose holding the coil form to the 
brass end caps allowing the wires to be twisted off.   

The coil form was also cracked and very thin. The form required replacing which 
meant I would have to build a new coil. I had to dig deep into my bag of mechanical 
tricks to find a coil form that is 1.00” in diameter. I had an epiphany to measure ¾” PVC 
and found it was a perfect 1.00” OD plus thicker walls too. Eureka my new coil form!  
 

 
Top-down, WX coil cover/chrome ends : two brass coil caps : old gold coil : new red coil 
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The coil data is:  

Coil:    1" OD x 10" long form  
Turns: ~202 over 8.75",  
Wire:   18AWG solid enamel coated   

 

On eBay I purchased a 100’ spool of 18AWG magnet solid enameled wire as I 
needed at least 53’. I cut a 10” length of PVC and drilled two wire holes on each end (at 
the same measurement points as the old coil) then began my hand winding the new coil 
(this really makes your hands ache).  

I have a new problem; the form wall thickness is very different as you can see in 
the picture. The brass end caps OD must be reduced in diameter to fit inside the PVC. 
  

 
New coil - left : Old – right : below the two turned brass ends 

 

I made a poor-mans mill from my drill press years ago by adding an X-Y vice. All 
I needed now was a good square lathe bit, which I bought from Harbor Freight.  

I cut the hex bolt head off a 3/8”-24x2” bolt to be the bit for the chuck, screwed 
the brass end cap tight and turned down the two brass caps to fit very snuggle inside 
PVC. I estimate I removing nearly 0.125” of brass material. The brass ends remained 
nearly perfectly round for a very nice snug fit inside the PVC! 
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I stripped the enamel from the wires and soldered the coil wires to each cap.  
 

   
Coil wire soldered to end cap                       Coil with tapped hex insert 

 

To insure the coil form never spins on the end caps again, I drilled a #29 hole 
into both ends of the coil through the PVC into the brass ends and thread tapped both 
for a #6-32x0.250” Allen-hex insert. Using thread-locker I placed the hex inserts so that 
one thread remains exposed. These brass ends will never spin inside the coil form 
again! (This is the right way – the way Hy-gain should have made this coil!)  

I used hot glue on the last few coil wire turns, holes, and a worked a few dabs 
into the coil wires to insure the wires remain tight, found that hot glue very hot when 
working it into the wires. Then reassembled the coil to the WX cover and again used hot 
glue to seal the chrome end caps.  

Reassembled the top-hat and placed it back on the AVT, as shown below.  
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Another problem that winter caused was the disintegration of the WX trap caps. 
Another item MFJ/Hy-gain does NOT sell. The 10m & 15m traps are upside down on the 
AVT, without the WX caps they will become good rain/snow/ice catchers.  
 

 
Failed WX cap 

 

Once again I had to dig into my bag of mechanical tricks to find a solution. Often I 
walk the aisles of ACE, Lowes, Menards, TrueValue, Harbor Freight, and other local 
hardware stores and even walk TSC, FleetFarm, Dicks, Gander, Bass Pro taking in what 
they have that could be used/modified for antenna projects. These walks help me 
visualize and create solutions or methods on how to build durable antennas.  

I found the solution for this trap cap problem in using a PVC ¾” to 2” reducer, 
shown below right. The ¾” PVC OD is 1.00” making a perfect fit to the main AVT  
aluminum mast tubing after I removed the ¾” PVC stop ‘collar’ inside the 1” hole.  
 

 
Left – modified reducer : right as purchased reducer 

 

I used a band-saw to cut-off the hex ends of the reducers and disk sander to true 
the face. This reduced the size and quad chamber rain/ice capture cups on top of my 
new WX caps.  
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Using clear Silicon outdoor rubber calk and a few judicious taps to insure the reducers 
were seated onto the traps, I made a very solid fitting WX trap caps, as pictured.   
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Clarification: my antenna project Ugly-Balun 
 

Made with: 
4” dia. x 24” PVC,  
26 coil-turns of RG-8x (needing at least 30’ of coax just for the coil turns), 
hot glued the two coax holes,  
electrical taped the end coil turns, 
bent/mounted two 8”x1.5” pieces of aluminum flat stock for the fence mounts. 
 

I mounted the UB on the fence high enough to insure the lawn tractor misses it 
but not higher than the 18AVT coax connector. I did not want the UB to be in the same 
RF plane as the AVT. The fence gave me an added bonus in providing an off ground 
coax run to the house.  Shown is my very first prototype UB. I plan on making a 
replacement that is far more compact and more WX durable to replace this proto. I will 
be using this same UB design on my Cushcraft A3 & A4 beams soon!!! 
 

Ugly-Balun  data can be found at:  http://www.hamuniverse.com/balun.html 
 

The Ugly-Balun really made this AVT a performer. I now get into EU, Med, 
Africa, and Asia (as well as all points North America). Some have diss’ed the UB, but for 
me it made a big difference and works – so I’ll keep it!  
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Here is my fixed 18AVT ‘SIX’-band vertical with Ugly-Balun fence mounted.  
 

Writer BIO: Dale Kubichek, MS-EET, GROL/RADAR, N6JSX - Amateur Extra; first licensed in 
1972. Served 10yrs USN, Vietnam Vet, FTG1 Gun/Missile systems & electronics instructor. 
Electronics Test/Manufacturing/Project/Quality Engineer/Manager in; aerospace - Hughes, 
Northrop, Rockwell, commercial - Magellan, Mitsubishi, Emerson; heavy construction – TEREX, 
Manitowoc Cranes, Magnetek; communications – STM, RockwellCollins. Currently, Sr Engineer 
on USAF UAV SIMs. Interests are designing/testing antennas, RDF hunting/training; published 
numerous articles in 73 Magazine & eHAM.net. Owner of http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HAM-
SATs, http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RDF-USA, and many more. 


